Dichroic

Fir e B ead
By Lisa St. Martin

T

his is a fun bead using several different colors of dichroic glass swirled into flaming fun! For this
tutorial, I am using all 104 COE glass, but you can certainly use any COE you would want. The
technique is the same.

Tools and Supplies:
Graphite marver
Carlisle short rod holder
Lisa St. Martin dichro tool (optional)
Long-nose pliers
Effetre Black transparent
Effetre Clear transparent – pulled into thick stringers
Dichroic glass strips – Lori Riley Designs in Black Cherry, Cyan
Dark Red, Cyan Red, and a dash of Magenta (#493)
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My assortment of dichro strips and the tools I’ll need for this project.

St. Martin dichro tool – this is a great little brass marver made for me by Carlisle Machine Works.
There was no tool out there that fit my hand and had enough weight to really push dichro flat on my
base bead in one swipe. Super quality – which you would expect from Carlisle, they come engraved
with my name and I make a one of a kind dichro bead for each one. Great for setting murrinis and a
million other things! Contact me at lisa@glassbeads.com if you feel you need one too!
The dichro I am using is from Lori Riley. You can get information about her dichro on her Facebook
page at https://www.facebook.com/RileyDesignsDichroicStrips.
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Before you Begin
Pull five or six thick clear stringers. I know it seems like a lot, but
these will be used as tools. I always break them or drop them. You’ll
be happy you made extra.
Let’s get started!

Making the Base Bead

1

Step 1: Start your base bead in black transparent. I choose black
for visibility – but you can make this bead any color, size, or shape
you want.
Step 2: Shape your base bead making sure your ends are great.

Applying the Dichroic Strips
Steps 3a - 3c: Dichro application: Start with the Black Cherry and
carefully wrap a layer of dichro around the bottom of the bead. Make
sure that you are holding the dichro strip with tweezers or longnosed pliers. The strip is flat and heat will run up the flat surface and
burn you. Not fun! Heat the glass side and put the metal/dichro side
of the strip onto the base bead. Heat the dichro and push the dichro
flat to the base bead setting and sealing the dichro edges.
2

Step 4: Heat your lovely bead and marver the Black Cherry dichro
even with your base bead. Check your shape and ends every time
you add another element to your bead. This will make your final
shaping much easier.
When using dichro, it is always a good idea to set and marver the
dichro in completely before adding another dichro color. Some of my
crazy dichro beads might have 12 or more different colors/patterns
of dichro. It certainly takes more time, but you will have better dichro
color. Don’t forget to throw a little heat on the rest of your bead from
time to time. Show a little love.

3a

3b
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Step 5: Add your second color of dichro – Cyan Dark Red – right
next to the Black Cherry. Push in. Set. Marver into shape.
Steps 6a and 6b: Add your third color of dichro – Cyan Red. Push
in. Set and marver your bead. Add a few spots of Magenta for extra
yumminess. Check your shape.

Making the Flames
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Step 7: Here’s where you’ll be using the clear stringers. Heat one
quarter of your bead from end to end. Pull a clear stringer through
from bottom to top with a swirl at the top. Do this in the flame. Your
bead has to be hot to drag the dichro up. You will need to dig deep
to catch the dichro and not just its clear coating. Cool slightly. Turn
the bead so that your first drag is on the other side, then heat and
drag again. Continue until you have swirled your dichro up in glittery
flames, making additional drags if the bead needs more movement.

Final Shaping
Step 8: Your bead may be a bit wonky with all that swirling and
whirling, but go slow and reshape your bead.
Steps 9a and 9b: Heat the bead evenly and flatten…or not. Fire
polish and check your final shaping. Now that it is beautiful fiery perfection with of course, perfect ends. Pop that puppy in the kiln. Yeah!!
6a

6b

8

7

Fire!

9b

9a
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Variation
Try this! If dichro is not your thing…whatttt???? Try doing a spider web of assorted flame colors – red, orange,
and yellow. Melt flat and do the heat, drag, and swirl technique mentioned above. Have fun. What other techniques can you use to give a fire flame effect on your beads?

About the Artist
Classically trained in Art Education
at the University of Maryland and
with graduate courses in Glass
Technology at the University of
Kansas, Lisa has been working with
hot glass for more than thirty years.
Receiving a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, Lisa
studied glassblowing and engraving
at the Jon Meyer Studio and with
artisans from Steuben in Corning.
With work all over the world and in
many books, Lisa’s time is spent refining her craft, developing
new techniques, and teaching. She is the 2010 recipient of The
International Society of Glass Beadmakers Hall of Flame Award.
She lives in northern Virginia where she tries to keep husband,
two sons, and many cats at bay!
Lisa’s website is www.glassbeads.com.
Her Facebook page is www.facebook.com/lisa.stmartin.5?fref=ts
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